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PINTS MEAN TREES
Drink a pint and help plant a tree!

OTTER BREWERY IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
SAVING DEVON’S TREESCAPES WILL PLANT A
TREE FOR EVERY BREWER’S BARREL SOLD.
We’ve built our business around being
as green as possible – the environment
is everything. I’m delighted to say
Otter Brewery is supporting the ‘Saving
Devon’s Treescapes’ project through
our ‘pints mean trees’ initiative.
Patrick McCaig, Otter Brewery

”
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From the Editor:

From the Chair:

Welcome to our Summer Edition

Re: Communications

“Summer of Pub” is the CAMRA initiative that
we can all embrace after over two years of
lockdown controls and restrictions, screens,
masks, “scotch egg” substantial meals to get a
pint etc, etc. Let’s all hope that those crazy
and worrying times are behind us, whilst
remembering lost colleagues, friends, loved
ones and relatives who have not made it
through those dreadful times.
I remember the peace and quiet of those first
few months of lockdown, waiting for my beer
delivery from our local hardworking breweries
who had to adapt to survive. Despite the
sacrifices (including the dreadful waste of beer
being poured away) there was a kindness
which was generally prevalent.
But what is happening now? Greed, price
rises, inflation, higher taxation, pension and
wage increases way below current inflation,
not to mention the political unrest and a new
blame culture by the authorities.
Our local breweries, our local pubs and
publicans/landlords, are mostly struggling and
having to “cut their cloth” as most of us are
doing, so let’s support them this summer and
beyond. However, also be mindful that some
chains of “Pub Co’s” are in my opinion being
unnecessarily greedy with their price hikes.
Too many “middle men” must not be allowed to
ruin our local pleasures and social lives.
So go out and enjoy your Pint once again in
the fine weather and sunshine (Covid does not
like Vitamin D) and please once more let’s be
kind and mindful of our fellow humans, be
aware of those around us and all raise a glass
or two.
As they say “Bottoms Up!”
Keith Dickson (Editor)

Hi, if you are reading this then technically, I
am communicating with you and providing
some hopefully useful information.
However, this magazine is only issued every
three months, so how do we as a branch
communicate for the rest of the time?
CAMRA HQ provides a COMMS Tool; it
allows selected members of the branch
committee to send a message to all 865
branch members. However, to receive it you
must have set your marketing preference
correctly in your CAMRA membership
account. At this time about 300 people don’t
receive COMMS Tool messages, so this
blunt instrument is useful but not ideal.
For general chit chat between branch
members, we are following an idea used by
the local bridge and cricket clubs. We have
set up a “Google Group”. You don’t need a
Google account - all that happens is that you
subscribe to the group. You don’t know who
else is a member and any emails you send
are effectively Bcc’d (blind carbon copied) to
everyone in the group. This is useful if you
have some active members who like to meet
for a beer and socialise, but not ideal for
everyone.
Full details may be obtained from our
secretary: secretary@exeter.camra.org.
Finally, we have our Facebook group, to
which 262 people have subscribed. This is
another good way of keeping in touch and
having your say about Real Ale, Real Cider
and pubs.
Cheers
Steve Murray
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BRANSCOMBE
BREWERY
FOUR GUYS MAKING GREAT ALES AND FRIENDS
FOR 30 YEARS.
ALL BEERS IN CASK OR BOTTLE CONDITIONED
TWO FANTASTIC OWN RECIPE CIDERS
TWO QUALITY GINS MADE BY US.
SUPPORTING THE LOCAL FREE TRADE AND
INDEPENDENT SHOPS FOR 3 DECADES.
TRADE ENQUIRIES
OTHER ENQUIRIES

alsmithbranscombe@yahoo.co.uk
branscombebrewery@yahoo.co.uk
01297 680511
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WHAT’S ON: Branch meetings and social events: (Branch meetings are normally
held on the second Thursday evening in the month.)

Thursday 9th June: Branch Meeting at The Beer Engine, Newton St. Cyres,
EX5 5AX.
Monday 13th – Friday 17th June: Branch “Beercation” in Shrewsbury (postponed
from 2020).
Friday 8th July: Cruise from Exmouth (11 am) up the Exeter Canal to Exeter Quay
for lunch. Book your own tickets (Stuart Line Cruises 01395 222144) and make your
own way home.
Thursday 14th July: Branch Meeting at The Pony and Trap, Cullompton, EX15 1DJ.
Tuesday 26th July from 7pm at Sawyers Arms, Cowick Street, St. Thomas, EX4 1JD:
Exeter Brewery “Tap Takeover” with a table reserved for CAMRA members.
Saturday 20th August from 12 noon: Branch Meeting and Summer Social at The
Canon Inn, Newton Poppleford, EX10 0DW: BBQ, usually a quiz and music later.
Tuesday 20th September: Sawyers Arms, Cowick Street, St. Thomas, EX4 1JD:
Salcombe Brewery “Tap Takeover” with a table reserved for CAMRA members.
Please refer to: https://exeter.camra.org.uk for latest venue information and details of
upcoming social events as they’re arranged. For subscription list events please contact
Social Secretary Martyn Shepherd at: socialsec@exeter.camra.org.uk.

WHAT’S ON: Beer Festivals:
Thursday 30th June – Saturday 2nd July: Devon County Show, Westpoint, Clyst St.
Mary, Exeter, EX5 1DJ. There is usually a beer tent and brewery bars.
https://devoncountyshow.co.uk.
Saturday 16th July: IppleTipple @ Ipplepen Village Green, Newton Abbot.
Thursday 21st July – Saturday 23rd July: Sunshine Beer and Cider Festival, at
Teignmouth RFC, Bitton Park Road, Teignmouth, TQ14 9DQ.
https://southdevon.camra.org.uk.
Tuesday 2nd – Saturday 6th August: Great British Beer Festival (GBBF) at London
Olympia, W14 8UX. https://gbbf.org.uk.
Friday 26th – Monday 29th August: Rails and Ales Festival at Staverton Station,
TQ9 6FE. Staverton Station is on the South Devon Railway.

Sat. 10th Sept: The 21st Wedmore Real Ale Festival, BS28 4EQ.
https://wedmorerealale.com.
Friday 16th – Sunday 18th September: Abbfest at Fermoys Garden Centre, Newton
Abbot, TQ12 5TN.
Thursday 20th – Saturday 22nd October: Swindon Beer Festival at Steam Museum,
SN2 2TA.
NB: Whilst every effort is made to ensure that the information on this site is accurate and up to date, no
responsibility for errors and omissions can be accepted so please check events before attending.
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Dartmo or’s Fin est
The UK’s highest brewery at 1,465ft above sea level, Dartmoor Brewery creates handcrafted
cask conditioned real ales with authentic Dartmoor character from its heartland in Princetown.
Since its formation in 1994, Dartmoor Brewery has gone from strength to strength producing
top quality ales using the finest local ingredients, which remain highly regarded across the
South West by licensees and real ale drinkers.

Dartmoor Brewery Ltd, Station Road, Princetown, Devon PL20 6QX
Telephone: 01822 890789 Fax: 01822 890798 www.dartmoorbrewery.co.uk
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THE BUTTERLEIGH INN - 35 YEAR AWARD
The Butterleigh Inn, in Butterleigh, was
recently awarded a certificate for featuring in
the CAMRA Good Beer Guide for 35
consecutive years.
When presented with the award, Matt
thanked the branch and reflected that they
had been here for 14 years and are the
current custodians, however the award also
reflects all of the good work done by
previous licensees before their arrival.

The CAMRA Good Beer Guide is issued
annually and includes a selection of the best
real ale pubs in each CAMRA area as voted
by CAMRA members with the NBSS
(National Beer Scoring System) being used
to aid the decisions. All CAMRA members
(even if they do not attend meetings) are
strongly encouraged to enter scores on
NBSS using https://whatpub.com.
Matt and Jo, owners for the last 14 years

When members from CAMRA Exeter and
East Devon branch visited to present the
award, they were warmly welcomed by Matt
and Jo, the owners, and Louise, the
barperson.
The beers available on that day were Bath
Ales “March Hare” (3.8%), Otter “Ale” (4.5%)
and Exeter “Ferryman” (4.2%).
The
traditional
ciders
included
Sandford
Orchards “Devon Red” (4.5%) and
“Scrumpy” (6.0%.
It is more important than ever that we
continue to support pubs, including those
that may be somewhat isolated. In my
opinion, there’s nothing quite like a half or
two of traditional ale or cider in a pub in
convivial company.
Mags
Giggle Corner
I ordered a pint with my meal and the waiter
asked for my I.D. I replied, “Do I look that
young?” The waiter said “No, I just wanted
to see if you qualify for the senior citizen
discount”
Page 7
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BREWERY NEWS
Beer Engine

www.thebeerengine.co.uk
Spring Return and Request Stop were very much welcomed on their return but have now been
replaced with ACE DPA (4.2%) and Golden Arrow (4.5%). These will hopefully be available for
the branch meeting in June which will be the first one held here since 1996.

Cottage Beer Project Limited

www.cottagebeerproject.co.uk
All in all, things are going well. A fifth beer joins the range of 50cl bottle-conditioned ales in mid
-May, a Red IPA called Red Deer. They have new regular pitches just over the county border
at Dulverton Farmers Market and at Delicious Dunster, the latter taken over from Exe Valley.
They have joined “CareMoor” for Exmoor and are making a donation from every bottle of their
session brew The Gatherings. They have also been accepted as a business partner with the
North Devon Biosphere Accreditation Scheme.

Exe Valley

www.exevalleybrewery.co.uk
Sadly, Kevin and Libby, owners of Exe Valley Brewery, have decided to cease operations and
wound up the business in May. They say that, despite enormous effort from everyone on the
team, the reality of the current economic situation for their customers and for the hospitality
industry has made it impossible for them to operate profitably. A combination of rising costs
(energy, grain, petrol, packaging) reduced demand from pubs and individuals, alongside some
poorly timed vehicle and equipment breakdowns, have left them in a position where they just
can’t afford to keep the brewery functioning. They had huge hopes for the brewery, even at the
start of this year, and were excited to try and turn things around following the pandemic, with
new beers in the pipeline (they even made their first stout in February). They have looked at all
the options to raise or borrow money to keep it going, but with the uncertainty of how the next
few months or even the next year will play out, they don’t feel comfortable creating debt they
might not be able to pay back. They say they know that CAMRA members invested in them to
see them succeed, and they are so sorry they haven’t been able to see the beer garden and
more exciting beers flow through the pipelines. They wanted to take a moment to thank
everyone again for their support - it really has meant the world to them and they are so sorry
they haven’t been able to make it work. For CAMRA this means that they are closing their
operations for now; if there is someone with a bag of money that wants to take the brewery on
as it is, then let them know and they can arrange a meeting. The stillage most likely will be sold
on to SIBA or South Hams - they are not sure yet. They thank everyone for all the support
given to the brewery and say hopefully we will see each other on the other side with a pint in
our hands.

Hanlons

www.hanlonsbrewery.com
Hanlons are very pleased to have won awards at the Maltingsfest - joint Silver for Port Stout
and joint Bronze for Stormstay. In March and April their Yellow Hammer, Brewers Blend and
Citra IPA were on promotion in Heavitree owned pubs, and sold extremely well. They have
brewed more CBD IPA which has been bottled and is available to buy on-line and at the
brewery.

Many Hands Brew Co

www.manyhandsbrew.com
The brewery is ticking over. There is a new beer, Monkey Buffet, a New England IPA weighing
in at 5.4%, with no fruit adjuncts etc, plus a collaboration brew with Devon Food Movement,
called Spruce - also a 5.4% ABV NEIPA, this time with foraged pine (well, spruce) needles.
Page
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Turk’s Head

www.turksheadexeter.com
The new ale for the Queen’s Platinum, Lubbly Jubbly, was brewed on 3rd May.

Whyte Bar Brewing

www.facebook.com/WhyteBarBrewing
They have brewed a new beer, made in collaboration with Left Handed Giant brewery at Gipsy
Hill brewery London, a 2.8% Caramel Mild. This will be available as craft, canned and also
cask at Cuckoo bar.
(NB: Where a Brewery in our area is not mentioned, there is no updated news given to the BLO’s ‘Brewery Liaison
Officers’ since our last issue but they are considered to be continuing to successfully trade.)

MISCELLANEOUS PUB NEWS
AXMINSTER: Ridgeway Inn, Smallridge. Understood plans for conversion into 3 dwellings.
BAMPTON: The Swan. Property is for sale, due to 'retirement' reasons.
BURLESCOMBE: Ayshord Arms. For Sale.
COPPLESTONE: The Cross. Appears to be derelict!
CREDITON: The Crediton Inn. After a period of over 19 months closure due to covid etc.
this popular pub re-opened last October and is now trading under new ownership. The pub
(as previous) stocks a wide range of cask ales with a constantly evolving range becoming
available. Usually there are about twenty different ales in stock although the usual availability
is three to four being dispensed at any one time. It is recommended that any groups phone in
advance in order to confirm the opening hours which do vary from time to time due to Bank
Holidays and holiday arrangements. Tel 01363 772882.
EAST BUDLEIGH: Sir Walter Raleigh, East Budleigh. Successful Asset of Community
Value (ACV) was achieved. Pub was sold to the Community and has now re-opened and is
trading.
EXETER: Buckerell Lodge Hotel. Went into administration in July last year, intentions are
to convert it into a care home.
EXETER: Iron Bridge (formally North Bridge) St David’s Hill. The pub closed its doors
27/09/2021 presently there is no indication as to whether the pub will re-open, stay closed or
sold.
EXETER: Oddfellows is now called “The Last Drop”. Has re-opened and is trading.
EXETER: Village Inn, Exwick. Has been sold by the Owner/Landlords, (Pub Co “EI”), to a
developer with multiple intentions. It is understood that there is a covenant on the Village Inn
stipulating that the ground floor has to be designated as a public bar, which the current owners
were unaware of and are currently appealing to Exeter City Council to get the covenant
removed!
SAMPFORD PEVERELL: Merriemeade. Property closed down. No update.
SEATON: Hook and Parrot. Full Planning Approval granted with conditions for demolition of
existing public House and three residential apartments and construction of replacement bar/
restaurant and nine apartments.
THORVERTON: Ruffwell Inn. Property closed. There are barriers around the car park and
campsite.
UFFCULME: The George. Currently up for sale as a private dwelling.
WHIMPLE: New Fountain Inn. A group has been formed by Whimple residents who believe
the pub is an Asset of Community Value (ACV).

(Please note that Exeter and East Devon CAMRA Branch cannot guarantee that this list is accurate or up to date.
If anyone has confirmed and/or valid information, new or otherwise, please let us know via the appropriate
member(s) on our contacts page. Thank you)
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Brewing great handcrafted real ales since 1983
www.summerskills.co.uk I www.facebook.com/summerskills.brewery I www.instagram.com/summerskillsbrewery
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What’s wrong with my beer?
The vast majority of the beer we drink (a pint of
the usual) is perfectly acceptable and can be
drunk without really thinking about the different
malts, hops, water and yeast the brewer has
used.
At beer festivals many will sample
different styles of ales and phrases such as:
“That’s interesting, I really like this one” or “Oh
no! My taste buds don’t like this” are quite
common.
We all have different palates and, on a Tuesday
evening in April, Steve and Anita ran a Tasting
Course to help us discover how sensitive our
individual palates were to the four main Sweet,
Salt, Sour and Bitter tastes. This is a scientific
experiment and it has been shown that the
female of the species is much better at detecting
very low concentrations.
“Keith (our editor) jokingly stated that this is
because their tongues are sharper! – He was
released from hospital last Friday and is
expected to make a full recovery.”
After discovering how sensitive our own palates
were we moved onto beer, sampling some pale
ale with aromas of citrus grapefruit and tastes of
tropical fruit, then some dark beer with coffee
and chocolate - all fairly straightforward, but then
the difficult bit trying to determine and describe
the makeup of a Premium Bitter that has a little
bit of almost everything. Nothing really stood out
as dominant, but there is some significant hop
bitterness, balanced by sweet malt. Maybe I’ll
give up trying to discern the makeup and just
have a pint of the usual.
The evening was rounded off by Steve and Anita
supplying some doctored samples. He watered
down the beer, to which our resident cider
drinker remarked “All beer tastes watered down,
if your usual is a 6% ABV cider!”. We then had
Hexen-1-ol, a fungus that can give malt a
cardboard taste and finally some Valeric Acid,
which gives that cheesy smell that results from
hops that are stale or spoilt.
“A great evening was had by all (including
Keith!)”

Steve Rippin on the tasting course

Cheers
Steve Murray
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Welcome to the Thatched House

CAMRA members enjoy a unique discount of 50p per full pint on
any real ale or cider on the hand pulls (just show your card!)
Up to EIGHT real ales and ciders on tap from Devon and beyond!

CAMRA membership 50p vouchers honoured against food

Regular events showcasing local breweries
Fabulous home cooked Pub Grub
Live music events and more: sign up to our newsletter for info

www.thatchedhouse.net
Email info@thatchedhouse.net
Phone: 01392 272920
The Thatched House Exwick Road Exeter EX4 2BQ
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Musings from the coalface: An occasional series of articles from a licensee’s point of view

Bag in box: Saint or Sinner?
Bag in Box as a means of selling and serving alcohol has been around for quite some time now,
starting in 1967. Polyethylene “bladders” with a plastic tap, usually welded to the plastic, inside a
corrugated cardboard box with a small tear out to reveal and hold the tap in place for dispense. Since
2003 bag in box has expanded to include spring water, fruit juices, ciders and gradually more and
more premium wine products.
We have used and seen ciders in Bag in Box in many other venues, especially festivals, and could
understand that the cider kept in saleable condition because the sealed bag was emptied by suction,
with no air entering the bag and the bag collapsing inside the box until empty. From our own
experience we were also aware that many of the “cloudy” ciders left a thick sediment behind as they
were drawn off so we learnt to have the boxes on our tilting stillage rather than a flat table to allow the
sediment to settle beneath the tap.
I first came across real ales in bag in box courtesy of Pavel at Fine Tuned Brewery in 2016. We had
asked him to do a “Meet the Brewer” and he agreed, but the logistics meant that he arrived at 6pm
with six x 20 litre “Bag in Box” containers with a little ice pack in a slot at the back of each box. He set
them up on our stillage, and by 6.30pm we were tasting the ales, which were perfectly conditioned.
They had been filled from conditioned casks in his own tap room that morning and only needed the ice
packs if he went to outdoor festivals or, like this occasion, if travelling a distance in a hot car. He told
us to expect a saleable shelf life of at least three days, just like a real ale in cask, but that was never
really put to the test as all the ales sold out by the Sunday!
During the “covid” lockdowns we all saw the distressing sight of gallons of ale being destroyed to avoid
a beer tax liability! Many breweries started online and collection/delivery services offering their ales in
bottles or in “bag in box” and it became the norm to see social media images of a box being proudly
displayed in a garage or games room together with thanks or complements to the relevant brewer.
These “bag in box” ales were often marketed as having a “three-week shelf life” and again, via social
media, I saw a few posts boasting of a 20-litre box “still going strong” two or three weeks after being
opened.
The cask ale market is struggling to recover. If we are to
continue to offer a variety of ales, we have to find a way
to keep them in containers considerably smaller than a
firkin. Could “bag in box” provide us with the solution?
As a licensee I am open to all and every suggestion and
so am willing to give it a go. As a CAMRA member I am
nervous – are these still real ales that continue to
condition or are they “bright” and therefore destined to
quickly lose flavour and condition? I am an ale drinker so
I shall do what I always have done “sup it and see!” In
the meantime, as always, any opinions from you, the
CAMRA membership, will be taken very seriously indeed!
Paul Knott,
The Thatched House Inn,
Exwick Road, Exeter,
EX4 2BQ
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Exeter and East Devon CAMRA Branch Pub of The Year (POTY)
Congratulations to The Axminster Inn
which is the Exeter and East Devon
CAMRA Branch Pub of The Year. This
friendly traditional pub, lying just off the
town centre is just a short walk from
the local train station, has a real log fire
for the winter months and a lovely
enclosed beer garden to enjoy in the
warmer weather. It's a Palmers house,
offering a good range of their real ales.
Live music is featured, free Wi-Fi is
available and there is a skittle alley and
dartboard. The pub is dog friendly and
children are welcome up until 7pm.

The Axminster Inn has been a
continuous entry in the Good Beer
Guide since the current tenants, Karen
and Gary Needs, took over in 2017. It
is the top scoring pub under the
National Beer Scoring System, proving
to have consistently served the best
pint of real ale out of all the pubs in our
branch area. This accolade combined
with
an
unprecedented
four
consecutive
Palmers
Master
Cellarmanship Awards and a current
100% Cask Marque score combine to
represent the triple crown of real ale
awards for a Palmers house.

(For all events and food offerings
please see their website and/or
Facebook page).
https://www.axminsterinn.pub
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CIDER PUB OF THE YEAR

CLUB OF THE YEAR

(presentation at the Tom Cobley
Tavern)

(presentation at the Exmouth
Railway Club)

May is a special month for CAMRA and
cider. It is the time of year when the
producers start to release the previous
year’s Ciders that have been maturing over
the winter months. It is also the time of year
when our branch likes to present our “Cider
Pub of the Year Award”.

Our branch Club of the Year (COTY) is the
Exmouth Railway Club, or, to give it it’s
proper title, the GWRSA Club, Exmouth.
The initials stand for the Great Western
Railway Staff Association, formed in 1960
originally just for British Railways Western
Region staff and their families. British
Railways, at that time, had around 1 million
employees but, as the Beeching line
closures started to bite and the railway
employee numbers declined, the club
opened its membership to the wider
community and has been an integral part of
Exmouth and its social life ever since. The
club currently has approximately 600
members.

Much like our “Pub of the Year”, members
are asked to nominate a Pub that they
believe promotes and sells great cider. A
short list is then drawn up and a winner
chosen.
This year our winner was the Tom Cobley
Tavern in Spreyton, which has been a great
Cider Pub for many years and has
previously won our Cider POTY on
numerous occasions, the first being in 2013.

Around 20 of us gathered for the lunchtime
presentation on Thursday 21st April to the
club manager, Abi Fedrick. The club
usually has four real ales on draught and
today was no exception including three
from local breweries (Hanlons, Red Rock
and Salcombe) all in fine condition, so they
also have a CAMRA Locale award. We
also tucked into the pasties and pies on
sale at the bar.

Therefore, on a Saturday in early May over
30 members from both our own and South
Devon branches met up in Exeter for a
coach trip! On arriving at the “Tom”, we had
a short branch meeting before enjoying an
excellent buffet lunch.
Afterwards in the wonderful sunny garden,
Chris Coles (Cider Maker Extraordinaire)
presented Lucy Cudlip, with another
certificate to add to the pub’s growing
collection with her very happy dad, Roger,
looking on.

The club is very welcoming to CAMRA
members but, should you wish to become
a regular, (skittles, darts and pool are all on
offer), you are expected to become a
member. Membership currently costs £22
for the 1st year and £20 for succeeding
years.
Discount cards are issued to
members for use at the bar.

Steve Murray
Chair

Phil Plummer
Clubs Representative
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LET’S HAVE A SUMMER OF REAL CIDER
WITH MORE BOXES ON BARS!

I “discovered” real cider in the early 90’s but these days it doesn’t seem as easy as it should be to find REAL cider
or perry in our local pubs. How great is it for people to go to their local pubs and try a drop of the real stuff which
I’m sure they’ll think tastes much better than the usual big brand, fizzy, over chilled keg ciders which dominate
most British bars.
So, what is real cider? In order to be real, CAMRA says cider and perry should never be concentrated then diluted
– either in terms of the juice used or the alcohol content.

CAMRA defines real cider or perry as being fermented from the whole juice of fresh pressed apples or pears,
without the use of concentrated or chaptalised juices. (The word ‘chaptalised’ as used in the definition refers to a
process, similar in principle to high gravity brewing, where the alcohol level in a cider or perry is increased by the
addition of sugar to an unnatural level for storage, before it is diluted with water to the desired alcohol content for
sale.)
Just like beer, cider and perry come in a variety of styles with different tastes. It’s all
about finding the right style to suit you.
Visit CAMRA.org.uk/cider to find a comprehensive list of real cider and perry in the UK.
CAMRA celebrates real cider and perry and works to highlight the pubs that serve them.
Use CAMRA’s online pub resource, WhatPub to filter by using the apple symbol for
pubs that serve real cider and perry.
In addition, CAMRA promotes its Cider Pub of the Year every October to showcase the
very best pub serving real cider in each region and across the country.

Fortunately, cider in the UK is undergoing a bit of a revival, in Devon and Cornwall
alone we have 51 producers of cider and perry listed on the CAMRA website.
What we need is more of it available in our local pubs!

Boxed in!

One easy way to increase availability of real cider and perry in pubs is the fact it can now be bought as a bag-inbox (BiB). A box really doesn’t take up much space and it is much easier for a pub to keep a box at the back of the
bar than a tub. Also, there may not be a spare pump so again a box is a great alternative for pubs to be able to
offer a real, and preferably, local cider or perry to customers. The Merchant in Exmouth has come up with a way to
offer its cider drinkers a choice by having five x 5 litre BiBs rather than just one larger box, a great idea!

The Turks Head in Exeter has used
their crisp space at the back of the
bar to store a box of cider.
As a real cider drinker, I know which
I would rather see!

The Gresham House Inn in Dawlish has made shelving at the back
of the bar for five or more boxes, a
brilliant effort!
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And just across our border, the
landlord at the Union Inn in Moretonhampstead has gone one step
further to promote their local cider
and “enclosed” his box in an apple
crate, complete with (very realistic)
fake apples! He says “The apples
obviously work - the cider is very
popular”
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Think outside the box!

Whilst the cider in a box is unlikely to spoil due to air getting in to it, it still needs some care.
It only needs to be served at 2º below room temperature, not icy cold! It is really best kept at cellar
temperature; however, it is not possible for all pubs to keep their cider in the cellar at all times so one of
the ways some pubs deal with this is they only have the boxes on the bar during the hours that they are
open.

A glass of sunshine!

Hopefully having good quality real cider and perry available for customers will give more people the
opportunity to visit their local pub and enjoy a product that has been produced in Britain for many years.
May is when the orchards bloom and begin producing the fruit which will be harvested in October. It is
also when cider and perry produced in the previous year reaches maturity and can start being enjoyed.
Let’s encourage more of the pubs on our patch to find space for at least one box either on or behind the
bar this summer and beyond!
Yvonne Nolan

(Enthusiastic!) cider drinker & CAMRA member

Real Cider and Perry is #NotFromConcentrate
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BRANCH ACTIVITIES FEBRUARY TO APRIL
Aka “The Ramblings of a Social Secretary”

On Saturday 5th February a trip was organised to take members who had worked hard at our
Festival of Winter Ales in January on a day out. The destination was Dorchester for their Beerex
Festival held at the historic Corn Exchange and a great time was had sampling the 80 Real Ales on
offer plus the 18 Ciders and three perries. A bonus was the stop on the way home at the Hind in
Musbury for sausage and chips and yet more liquid refreshment.
Saturday 19th February our branch (Exeter and East Devon) hosted the Camra Regional meeting
at the Great Western Hotel in Exeter. Attendees came from all over the South-West and,
afterwards, several took advantage of a short tour of some of Exeter's other pubs, namely the
Turks Head, Little Drop of Poison and the Fat Pig.
To see February out on Saturday 26th up to ten members explored the drinking establishments of
one of Exeter's suburbs. We started in the city at George’s Meeting House for breakfast before
heading East. The Mount Radford was a good halfway 'watering hole' on the way to our main
target -- Heavitree. Here, four pubs are listed: The Pig and Pickle micropub had good Red Rock
ale plus some interesting kegs, the Horse and Groom could only offer Sharps Doom Bar, the Ship
and Pelican was closed for refurbishment. Happily, however, The Royal Oak was able to provide
five local/regional ales in good condition – so it was a day of mixed blessings but still worth doing.
We travelled further East on 3rd March when 12 members, new and old, gathered in Sidmouth.
Starting at the Anchor (St Austell Proper Job and Tribute plus Sharps Doom Bar) we moved on to
the Black Horse (more Tribute and Doom Bar). The Conservative Club disappointingly ran out of
its one real ale as we arrived but the Swan had interesting offerings (Laine brewery from Brighton
plus beers from Butcombe and Wychwood). The seafront was then visited where we were treated
to table service at Dukes (Branscombe Branoc at £5 a pint!), the Marine (Otter Bitter) and the
Bedford Hotel (Otter Bitter again). Retracing our steps somewhat, we next checked out the
Radway (Exeter Avocet plus Doom Bar) before going further inland to the Volunteer (Butcombe
Original and Avocet) and finishing at the Balfour (Fullers London Pride and the ubiquitous Doom
Bar).
Other outings were undertaken for our Pub of the Year tour on 12th March (as featured on page
12 of our Spring Issue of Exe Ale) and then our visit to the Butterleigh Inn on the 17th for it having
been in the Good Beer Guide for 35 years as described elsewhere in the magazine.
Saturday 19th March was chosen to venture East again from Exeter using the number 4 and 4A
Stagecoach bus routes. The first stop was Clyst Honiton where three pubs still survive on the old
A30. The Duke of York had some rather cold Doom Bar and the Exeter Inn was only serving
Hanlons Nice Tackle which was not at its best and couldn't be changed. So, we left in slight
disarray and bus delays and travelled on to the small town of Ottery St. Mary. Here the Volunteer
in the Square offered Powderkeg Speakeasy and a St Austell Small Batch beer (Gintastic) both
straight from the cask. Our numbers had now swollen to 19 with some latecomers from Sidmouth
and Honiton joining us to sample the Kings Arms (Dartmoor Jail Ale and Bays Topsail) and finish
at the excellent London Inn (beers from Bristol Beer Factory, Parkway brewery and at least two
others). The Editor would like to add a note here that a certain other Editor from an adjacent area
magazine had joined us on our travels and complained when his half pint of beer was served in a
smart goblet shaped glass that he “didn’t want to drink out of a Lady’s glass!” And you thought I
was pushing it at our tasting session (see article “What’s wrong with our Beer”). Your glass is
marked AT ha ha. Ed.
Those returning to Exeter made another stop at Clyst Honiton for the third pub there -- the Black
Horse (Wadworths beers) -- and even hopped off again at the Pig and Pickle in Heavitree where
we were treated to (new-to-us) Utopian Bow Golden Ale. Three members still managed another
pint in the Royal Oak.
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Activities (Ctd.)
We headed North for a change on 26th March taking the Number 55 bus from Exeter to Tiverton. About ten members took part and visited the White Ball (Wetherspoon’s for a late breakfast), then the Seven Stars (Doom Bar), the Racehorse (Greene King IPA) and the Half Moon
(Hanlons Yellowhammer plus the find of the day -- Timothy Taylor Knowle Spring). We continued with the Queen’s Arms (no real ale), the micro Courtenay’s (two beers straight from the
cask including Exeter ‘fraidNot ® ) and ended the tour at the Constitutional Club (Greene King
IPA and Old Speckled Hen). Fairly frequent buses on the return trip allowed us to hop off and
check out the Fisherman’s Cot (Brakspear Bitter and other Marston’s beers) at Bickleigh and
the community-run Stoke Canon Inn (Jail Ale and Tribute) at Stoke Canon.
March ended with beer festivals and we indulged ourselves at the Imperial, which had all 25
ales listed in the Wetherspoon’s national festival, and then at the Thatched House in Exwick,
which excelled with a choice of 16.
On to April 9th where some 12 of us journeyed to Bristol and explored some very good pubs
in areas north of the centre. We used the branch line to reach Clifton Down, did a fair bit of
walking and were reunited with one of our ex-members, Roger, who now lives in those parts.
Stand-out pubs were Chums micropub, Hillgrove Porter Store, the Swan With Two Necks,
and the Barley Mow. Loads of interesting beers were sampled, too many to name
On 14th April we booked a Branch meeting at the Brunswick in Dawlish. Some of us arrived
early and followed a little trail to visit the Swan, White Hart, the Gresham and the Teignmouth
Inn, before settling at the Brunswick. A decent selection of local brews such as Teignmouth
Portside, Otter Ale, Teignworthy Gun Dog and St. Austell Proper Job were sampled.
There were beer festivals held over the Easter weekend at the Blue Anchor in Teignmouth (a
South Devon Camra favourite) and our very own Bicton Inn in Exmouth. Lots of our Branch
managed to visit both of these. Then at the end of the week many of us were back in South
Devon to enjoy Maltingsfest (the Maltings Festival) in Newton Abbot.
Finally, on Wednesday 27th April, a 'far-east' bus trip was arranged. Pub opening times and
scanty bus services make visiting some places very difficult. This time a road closure made
things even worse. Five members gathered in the Anchor (Sidmouth), then boarded the 899
Axe Valley Service bus to Branscombe. However, the driver told us we could not reach our
destination due to roadworks. Undeterred, we alighted at the nearest point - the Village Hall,
and plodded up the long village street about a mile to arrive at the Fountain Head Inn in great
need of refreshment. Happily, three Branscombe beers were on offer which we sampled along
with lunches for some. Ready for more exercise, we walked back down the hill and carried on
to the Masons Arms (St Austell ales plus Branscombe Summathis). From here we could catch
the next bus, had to miss out Beer Village due to lack of time, and arrived in Seaton. Here we
explored most of the open pubs: The Vault (Bath Prophecy and Exeter Avocet), the Royal
Clarence (Dartmoor Jail Ale and Otter Bitter), the Malthouse (Caledonian Deuchars IPA, Bath
Gem and Otter Bitter) and Eyre Court (Greene King IPA, Old Speckled Hen, St Austell Tribute
and Exeter Avocet). Getting home from Seaton was relatively simple with several choices of
bus which, in my case, included a change in Sidmouth with time for a quick visit to the Marine
and a half of Timothy Taylor Landlord. Another Editor note: Social Secretary had by this time
forgotten I was still lasting the course with him! Ed.
Martyn
WARNING! Alcohol makes you lean…….on bars, on trees, on bus stops, on other people…….
(Caveat...Please drink responsibly) Ed.
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Georges Meeting House
Wetherspoon

Georges Meeting House, 38 South Street, Exeter EX1 1ED 01392 454250
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CHALLENGES FOR BREWERS IN THE 2020’S
NO. 1 CLIMATE CHANGE
I have been around beer for over 40 years and seen a lot of things, at home and abroad. Since
2012 I have written three editions of The World Atlas of Beer, published in the UK, selling way
more copies in North America, and thus far translated into twelve different languages. I have
watched better-tasting beer move from near obliteration in the 1970s to a sizeable presence
across most of the world in the 2020s. And yet, for the first time this century, I fear for the future
of UK brewing.
COVID aside, brewers are set to face a seriously challenging time in next ten years. The
unintended consequences of Brexit, the insidious rise of anti-alcohol lobbyists dressed as health
campaigners and the arrival of a new form of alcoholic soft drink called hard seltzers, all threaten
to undermine the foundations of British brewing. However, these fade into insignificance when
compared to the impact of climate change.

The nature of climate change
Around 2012, while on holiday in Latin America, I spent an evening in conversation with an
American environmentalist called Lester Brown, who was staying at my hotel. He had
impressive eyebrows, and told me that so far, he had put the case for what was then called
global warming to five US presidents – so I tried to listen well. I remember asking him a lazy
question “Is there an easy way to avoid catastrophic climate change?”. “Yes”, he said, “Be over
50.” That was ten years ago.
The proposition is simple. The emission of greenhouse gases, mostly carbon dioxide, traps heat
in the atmosphere. This warms the planet’s surface, which alters the climate. The effect is now
so great that if we do not reverse – not reduce – gas emissions within X years, the
grandchildren of today’s young adults will need to find homes on another planet or die trying. It
might be that X years means thirty, though it could mean just ten.

The environmental impact of beer making
Making beer mostly impacts the environment in two ways. It produces a large carbon footprint
and it consumes a lot of fresh water. With some clever lateral thinking and the right assistance,
the water part is relatively easy to solve. The carbon is more complicated.
The extent to which different components of the brewing trade
contribute to the carbon problem vary from one part of the world to
another but can be roughly summarised thus:
Growing, preparing and delivering ingredients:
Brewing fermenting and conditioning the beer:
Delivering beer from the brewery to the glass:
Making and recycling beer containers (packaging):
Disposal of waste products:

±25%
±10%
20-25%
30-35%
5-10%

Behind these simple percentages is some complicated analysis.
For example, the ingredients figure includes the cost of
transporting them, sometimes half way across the globe; and a
staggering 50% or so of the delivery figure relates to the cost of
refrigeration.
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How are brewers going to adapt?
I have said before and I will keep repeating until it is no longer true, in the UK and Europe
around 85% of the beer trade is controlled by just five companies. Of these, Heineken,
Carlsberg and Asahi have already made huge public commitments to make major changes to
their operations. In Asahi’s case, the parent company has posted a large number of specific
and measurable targets on their website. The others, AB InBev (Budweiser) and Molson
Coors, are using all the right words.
These commitments are so public that they are highly
likely to happen. What is interesting but not perhaps
surprising, from the consumer viewpoint, is where
they are focussed. A lot is made of their breweries
becoming carbon neutral, perhaps because it is much
easier to do this in a large brewery with simple
processes than at a small brewery where production
is more hands-on. It is not that small brewers are not
rising to the challenge, but rather that some
techniques for doing so cost too much. The larger
brewers also focus on reducing the carbon impact of
their packaging, creating lightweight bottles, getting
rid of plastic wrapping or in the case of AB-InBev
trialling lightweight, heavy duty, re-usable plastic kegs
to reduce transport loads.
Where they are less vocal is on the question of cutting
the impact of transportation, where they have two
major problems – long-distance trunking and beer
refrigeration.

Greenwashing the truth
We are all familiar with the doubtful claims attached to many foodstuffs, suggesting that they
are “good for you”, when the evidence is at best slender. A rising tide of similarly insincere
claims already affects a wider range of consumer goods, hinting that they are “better for the
planet”. This does not help and is not helped by the fact that genuinely helpful breakthroughs
aimed at making business carbon negative arrive every week. So, what is a concerned brewer,
licensee or consumer supposed to do? The challenge for CAMRA, as Europe’s largest and
most influential beer consumer group, is to help climate change mitigation measures work to
change beer for the better.
Progress is rapid and we are not yet at a point where we can campaign for, or against specific
measures. In the meantime though, how about these questions?
• If the cask the most environmentally friendly beer container, for its ease of cleaning and reuse, should we support heavy duty, lightweight reusable plastic ones?
• Is it right to champion the use of English hops and British barley, regardless of cost, and
their appropriateness for the type of beer being brewed?
• Would it be reasonable to aim for 50% of all the beer sold in any outlet, be it a store or a bar,
to have been brewed within 50 miles? Or should it be 80% and 30 miles?
Should the serving temperature of cold beers be increased?
Discuss.

Tim Webb is a UK Beer writer who lives in Devon and writes books that include The World
Atlas of Beer (Octopus: 3rd edition 2020) and Beer Breaks (CAMRA Books: May 2022).
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South Devon CAMRA
Presents

21st - 23rd July 2022

Beer & Cider Festival
Teignmouth RFC, Bitton Park Road
Teignmouth TQ14 9DQ
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More details here:
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E southdevon.camra.org.uk RS
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Thurs 5-11pm
Fri & Sat 11-11pm

B

Entry: £10 incl. Festival glass, Beer Tokens & Programme
CAMRA, NHS & Teignmouth RFC card carrying members £8
Glasses non refundable. Under 18s free with accompanied adult
EVENTS

Meet the Brewer, Ady Byng Pig Racing,
Tombola, RNLI Auction, Outside Stalls
LIVE MUSIC

Pitches for Camping,Caravans &
Motorhomes
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Free Bus
from Rlwy Station
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“

“

THE ULTIMATE
CELEBRATION OF CASK BEER
AND BRITISH BREWING

I BELIEVE THERE’S A
BEER FOR EVERYONE AND
THAT EVERYONE SHOULD FEEL
WELCOME TESTING THAT
THEORY HERE!

 ”

”

JONNY GARRETT

MELISSA COLE

THE LIVE BEER
EXPERIENCE
2-6
6 August • Olympia London

Supporting
your local
Breweries

PLUS Cider & Perry • Wine & Gin Bar
• Music • Street Food • International Beer Festival
• Entertainment • Beer Discovery Zone

Book your tickets today

gbbf.org.uk

GBBF 2020
2022 BEER FP Ad.indd 1

28/02/2020 10:38
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EXETER AND EAST DEVON CAMRA BRANCH CONTACTS
General enquiries:
contact@exeter.camra.org.uk

Pubs Officer: Mark Trevaskis
pubs@exeter.camra.org.uk

Branch Chair: Steve Murray
chair@exeter.camra.org.uk

Clubs Officer: Phil Plummer
clubs@exeter.camra.org.uk

Vice Chair: Keith Dickson
vchair@exeter.camra.org.uk

Exe Ale Editor: Keith Dickson
newsletter@exeter.camra.org.uk

Secretary: Andrew Kerr
secretary@exeter.camra.org.uk

Public Affairs: Ray Hodgins
publicaffairs@exeter.camra.org.uk

Membership: Tim Gilbert
membership@exeter.camra.org.uk

Transport Officer: Tim Sedgwick
transport@exeter.camra.org.uk

Social Secretary: Martyn Shepherd
socialsec@exeter.camra.org.uk

Web Editor: Andrew Kerr
web@exeter.camra.org.uk

Treasurer: Andy Walker
treasurer@exeter.camra.org.uk

Press & Publicity: Caroline Trevaskis
press@exeter.camra.org.uk

Pubs Protection Officer: Steve Rippin
locale@exeter.camra.org.uk

Events & Festival Organiser: Ray Dwan
fowa@exeter.camra.org.uk

Cider Rep: Nick Pring
cider@exeter.camra.org.uk

Online Web Page:
exeter.camra.org.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN OUR MAGAZINE PLEASE SEE OUR RATES AS SET OUT BELOW.
We publish quarterly and distribute to
numerous pubs and other outlets within
the substantial Exeter & East Devon
area as well as our online webpage.
Last copy date for the Autumn 2022
issue is Friday 5th August 2022
newsletter@exeter.camra.org.uk

Advert Size
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1
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£60

2
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3
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£140
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£100
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Full page

£140
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Inside Cover
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Special thanks to all of our advertisers and to the following contributors:
Regular and Guest Articles from: Mags Gaskin, Paul Knott, Steve Murray, Yvonne Nolan,
Martyn Shepherd, Mark Trevaskis and Tim Webb. Photographs from: Caroline Trevaskis.
Editorial and production expertise from: Karen Brice and Mags Gaskin
This magazine is published quarterly by the Exeter & East Devon Branch of the Campaign for Real Ale (CAMRA)
who accept no liability in relation to the accuracy of advertisements and feature articles. The opinions expressed
here are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Branch or of CAMRA.

Copyright CAMRA and Exeter and East Devon CAMRA.
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Exeter Brewery
Cowley Bridge Road Exeter EX4 4NX 01392 259059

Our Tap Room Bar is open as a public bar every Thursday and Friday.
Watch out for live music on occasional Fridays and Sundays.
Private hire and Brewery Tours available, most days, by arrangement.

Delivering weekly from Penzance to the City of London
we proudly represent the very best of Devon
quality and service

www.exeterbrewery.co.uk
Campaign for Real Ale • Exeter and East Devon Branch • Email: contact@exeter.camra.org.uk
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